
BUBBA Bookmark Directions            Name _________________________ 

Team Number: _____                       MY Team Job: ____________________ 

                                                                                      Period ________ 
 

Team Jobs 

 

 

*All members are responsible for their own work. Members are expected to stay with their team unless 

they are the runner (getting/returning supplies) or it is a designated stretch time. Everyone is expected to 

attend work each day and come to work prepared to do a job well done. Bring your best attitude and 

check your worries at the door! Welcome to the Bubba Bookmark Construction Crew!  

 

 

 

 

 

STEP 1 

✓ Carefully read and follow all directions before beginning. 

✓ Write your name and class period on this hand out.   

✓ At your table, discuss group goals, jobs, and expectations. Assign roles for each team member.  

✓ Write your team job on the handout. Do your job well every moment of every day! 

✓ Check off each point as you accomplish them each day.  

 

Job Title Job Description Person Responsible 

Director *Assists teacher with attendance each day 

*Makes sure team is on task at all times 

*Leads by example 

 

Organizer *Gets team’s folder from tray at the beginning of each 

day 

*Ensures that members return their work to folder at 

the end of class each day 

*Turns in the folder at the end of class each day 

 

Runner *Gets all the supplies needed by the team 

*Puts all the supplies back before the end of the period 

*Ensures that supplies are organized (both at table and 

at receiving station)  

 

Time Keeper *Checks the daily agenda and notes work time/stretch 

time each day 

*Sets timer on phone and alerts members when they 

have 5 minutes and 1 minute left on task 

*Ensures that all members return to station in time to 

begin next work section  

 



STEP 2 

✓ Cut out the paper pattern for Bubba Bookmark. Do NOT use the fabric shears! 

✓ Pin the pattern to one piece of felt. This is the FRONT of BUBBA. *Remember to pin so that you 

can cut around the pins. 

✓ Evaluate your work so far using the self-evaluation form of the rubric.  

✓ Show your teacher your pinned pattern before you begin cutting! (Bring your completed 

Rubric!) 

 

 
✓ Cut out the felt, being careful not to cut the pattern. Use the fabric shears!  

✓ Unpin the pattern, then pin it to another piece of felt. This is the BACK of BUBBA. 

✓ Cut out this piece of felt, being careful not to cut the pattern. Unpin the pattern. You are ready 

to begin penciling in your design! Before you do, answer these questions: 

 

✓ I chose the front color of BUBBA to be ________________ because… 

________________________________________________________________________. 

✓ I chose the back color of BUBBA to be   ________________ because… 

________________________________________________________________________. 

✓ The hardest part of this part of the project so far has been… 

________________________________________________________________________. 

✓ A skill I now feel more confident in is… 

___________________________________________.  

✓ A question I still have is… 

_____________________________________________________. 

✓  

STEP 3 

✓ Pick TWO four-hole buttons and ONE shank button. These will be the eyes and nose of BUBBA.  

✓ Using a fabric pencil, start drawing on the FRONT piece of BUBBA. Mark where the eyes, nose, 

and stitches will be. Use your measuring tape!  

✓ The two four-hole button eyes should be 1 ¼” apart from one another. 

✓ The shank button nose should be centered on the head of Bubba. 

✓ Have a teammate check your measurements. Erase your fabric pencil markings if needed.  

✓ Name of teammate who checked my work: _______________________________________ 

 

✓ Blanket stitching will go all around the outside of Bubba. Starting at the head, mark every ¼” as 

a gauge for you to follow when you complete the blanket stitch. Remember that blanket stitches 

should be ¼ “long and spaced ¼ “apart from one another.   

✓ Bubba needs 15 running stitches down the middle of his body. Running stitches should be 

consistent in size. Choose how long your stitches will be between a range of ¼” and 5/8” long. You 

get to choose where the stitches will be. Be creative in your designs! Be sure to utilize the 

measuring tape and mark your designs carefully.  

✓ Have a teammate check your measurements. Erase your fabric pencil marking if needed.  

✓ Name of teammate who checked my work: _______________________________________ 

 

✓ Before you begin sewing, answer these questions: 

✓ The thread I will use on the two four-hole buttons is the color _____________.  

✓ The thread I will use on the shank button is the color ____________________. 

✓ The thread I will use on the blanket stitch is the color _______________________. 

✓ The thread I will use on the running stitches is the color _______________________. 

 

✓ I picked these colors because… ________________________________________________. 

✓ The hardest part of this part of the project so far was…  

✓ ________________________________________________________________________. 

✓ A skill I now feel more confident in is… 

___________________________________________.  



✓ A question I still have is… 

_____________________________________________________. 

STEP 4 

✓ Following the marks you made on BUBBA’s front, sew on the buttons following tailor guidelines.  

✓ Have a peer evaluate your work on the rubric, and complete a self-assessment of your skills as 

well. Modify your work to reflect best practices related to sewing on buttons. 

✓ Sew the 15 running stitches on BUBBA’s front, following the tailor guidelines. Be sure all stitches 

are consistent in length. 

✓ Have a peer evaluate your work on the rubric, and complete a self-assessment of your skills as 

well. Modify your work to reflect best practices related to sewing running stitches. 

✓  Show your work to your teacher! (Bring your completed Rubric!) 

 

 

✓ Place the two pieces of felt together. 

✓ Pin the two felt pieces together so that decorated side faces you and the knots or “ugly” side of 

BUBBA is hidden.    

✓ Sew BUBBA Bookmark together using the blanket stitch as demonstrated in class. Follow the ¼” 

markings to ensure even and consistent stitches.  

✓ Have a peer evaluate your work on the rubric, and complete a self-assessment of your skills as 

well. Modify your work to reflect best practices related to sewing blanket stitches. 

 

STEP 5 

✓ Complete the written BUBBA Bookmark form and the student evaluation on the BUBBA 

Bookmark Rubric.  

✓ Empty out your supply bag.  Make sure your name, class period and needle number are still on 

your bag if not, put them on the bag with a marker.   

✓ Place your pin cushion, BUBBA Bookmark, and BUBBA Bookmark evaluation into your bag.  ZIP it 

shut.   

✓ Give your bag to your team’s Organizer.  

✓ Find something QUIET to do or assist a tablemate! 

✓ Organizer—turn in your team’s completed bags to the teacher.  

 

Need Help? Check out these resources! 

 

How to read a measuring tape: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9KAEtHIjT0 

 

How to sew on a FOUR-Hole Button: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqA7v3ZwSUM 

 

How to sew on a SHANK Button: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_ebAjQxygg 

 

How to sew a BLANKET stitch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9zegUYdPmg 

 

How to sew a RUNNING stitch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1-B01FB56s 

 

Tips for sewing with felt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ebl02HjJQ0  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9KAEtHIjT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqA7v3ZwSUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_ebAjQxygg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9zegUYdPmg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1-B01FB56s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ebl02HjJQ0


BUBBA Bookmark Written Evaluation Form 

 

1. What skills did you learn/demonstrate throughout this project? Think about 

specific skills related to clothing construction and also the interpersonal skills 

required to work with teammates.  

 

 

 

 

  

2. Explain what you would do differently if you were to do this assignment again 

(nothing is not an acceptable answer!). 

 

  

 

  

  

3. What makes you smile when you look at your completed project?  What would you 

say to your parents/guardian if they asked about your project and how you feel now 

that you’ve completed the project? 

 

 

 

 

  

4. How can you transfer the skills you learned in this project to something useful at 

home?  What would you make?  Could you repair something now at home that you 

couldn’t have done before using these skills?  How would you make something your 

own? 

 

 

 

5. Comments and suggestions for future FCSI students about the BUBBA Bookmark.  

What would you tell an incoming students about this project? What are some things 

you think everyone should know about the project? 

  



This is your BUBBA Bookmark pattern.  

 

 


